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INTRODUCTION

Prior to mid-2000s, the space of data analytics was mainly
confined within the area of decision support systems. It was
a long era of isolated enterprise data warehouses curating
information from live data sources and of business intelligence
software used to query such information. Most data sets
were small enough in volume and static enough in velocity to
be segregated in warehouses for analysis. Data analysis was
not ad-hoc; it required pre-requisite knowledge of underlying
data access patterns for the creation of specialized access
methods (e.g. covering indexes, materialized views) in order
to efficiently execute a set of few focused queries.
The last decade witnessed a rapid overhaul in the area
of business analytics. With the advent of ubiquitous data
sources resulting in unprecedented explosion in ingestion
volumes, analytic database systems had to evolve on multiple
fronts. They were now required to provide high performance
query processing over large volumes of data, handle adhoc queries, scale with the growing data volumes, excel in
performance on clusters of commodity hardware, and last
but not the least, capture very specific real-time analytic
insights in live mainstream production environments.
The decade long evolution of analytic databases has been
paved with several technical milestones. Early to mid 2000s
witnessed the emergence of MPP OLAP appliances (e.g. Teradata, Netezza, Exadata, Exasol) along with the resurgence of
columnar data models (e.g. Actian Vector, Vertica) that were
both capacity and compute-friendly. These appliances were
multi-server systems with hundreds of computing cores and
terabytes of storage. They came with integrated database
management software that provided high performance query
throughput on large volumes of data typically at rest. The
same period also witnessed the dramatic rise of social and
mobile applications that began generating volumes of unstructured raw data. Software frameworks such as Mapreduce
and Hadoop paved the way for a new generation of analytic data management systems that batch-processed vast
amounts of at-rest data (multi-terabyte data-sets) in-parallel
on large clusters (thousands of nodes) of commodity hard-
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ware in a reliable, fault-tolerant manner. Wider adoption
of these technologies in the enterprise required adhering to
SQL standards, which led SQL processing over Hadoop-like
frameworks to gain significant traction in the last few years.
Although these technologies were able to provide query
processing over large volumes of data, they operated mostly
on data at rest. As enterprise businesses become more agile,
they demand real time insights as data gets ingested and
modified in live mainstream OLTP-like production environments. Let us take the scenario of machine data analytics
for example. A typical cloud-scale enterprise data center
generates several terabytes of metrics data per day from its
applications, middleware, servers, virtual machines, and fiber
ports. In order to proactively mitigate risks and attain quick
insights to identify and resolve non-predictive events in real
time, such environments require high performance ad-hoc
query processing over multiple metrics in real-time over large
volumes of data constantly being ingested from multiple
sources. Social media based retail analytics serves as another
relevant example. Such applications require analytic insights
on immediate surges of interest on social media platforms to
derive targeted product trends in real-time.
Business applications like these would not afford typical
ETL-like lag of moving terabytes of data from OLTP-like
sources to at-rest data warehouses. These emerging breed of
applications have therefore necessitated the evolution of data
management systems to focus on providing breakthrough
analytics performance not only in traditional at-rest OLAP
environments but also in mixed online transactional analytics processing (henceforth, OLTAP) environments where
operational data gets continuously ingested and modified.
Henceforth, we will refer to these systems as operational
analytics systems.
Last but not the least, there has been resurgence in mainmemory based analytic database systems in the last few
years. Today’s multi-core, multiprocessor servers provide
fast communication between processor cores via main memory, taking full advantages of main memory bandwidths, and
alleviating storage I/O bottlenecks incurred in query processing throughput. Main memory is therefore being conceived
by DBMS architects more as a primary storage container
and less as a cache optimizing disk based accesses.
In this tutorial, we will examine operational analytics
systems along various dimensions. This includes, among
others:
• Physical data storage (row-based, column-oriented, or
hybrid) and different access paths
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• Design choices for corresponding runtime systems (e.g. efficient query execution and transaction management)
• Advanced query processing topics like NUMA-awareness
and shared scans
• Workload management for complex, mixed (OLTP and
OLAP) workloads
• System scalability by scaling up (to large NUMA machines) and scaling out (to distributed deployments)
Operational analytics is an area that has been widely
researched in streaming systems; both in academia and industry, e.g. [1, 21]. Traditionally, streaming systems have not
been known to guarantee ACID properties for both transactional and analytic workloads (with exceptions, such as
[25]). At the same time their analytics capabilities are typically fairly limited. In this tutorial, the focus is on systems
that guarantee ACID properties and can serve a wide range
of analytic reporting workloads. Therefore, we would not
consider any streaming system.

2.

TUTORIAL STRUCTURE

In this 3-hour tutorial, we will first discuss the general
system characteristics, and examine different approaches to
data storage, query processing and optimization, indexing,
and updates. In the second half of the tutorial, we will
examine a set of representative systems in detail, highlight
their individual architecture and design characteristics, and
discuss several of the key research problems they address.

3.

PERSPECTIVE OF INDUSTRY

Given the limited time duration, we present a selected number of systems that comprise the state-of-the-art in OLTAP.
We start the presentation with SAP HANA, which was one
of the first systems that focused on this particular workload.
We present systems by both major database vendors, such as
SAP, IBM and Oracle, as well as from startups, like MemSQL
and Cloudera.
SAP HANA [35] is an in-memory database management
system designed for enabling flexible and ad-hoc real-time
reporting in enterprise systems [30]. The system allows to
run both transactional and analytical workloads on a single,
dictionary-compressed, in-memory column store. Its key
characteristics include the heavy use of SIMD operations
for highly efficient scans [42], optimizations for large NUMA
systems [31], and support for complex, mixed workloads [32].
IBM DB2 with BLU Acceleration is a high-performing
order-preserving dictionary-compressed columnar engine within
DB2 [34]. Similar to SAP HANA, BLU employs SIMD and
NUMA optimizations. In addition to having a high performance bulk data load utility, DB2 BLU fully supports
INSERT, DELETE, and UPDATE statements, as well as
the multi-threaded continuous INGEST utility. DB2 BLU is
a multi-versioned data store in which deletes are logical operations that retain the old version rows and updates create
new versions. Multiversioning enables DB2 BLU to support
standard SQL isolation levels with minimal row locking.
Oracle Database In-memory [22] is a dual-format in-memory
database management system to address ad-hoc real-time
analytics in mixed OLTAP, workloads as well as traditional
OLAP ones. The system allows both row and column format to be maintained at the level of an Oracle table, table

partition, or composite partition [27]. While OLTP data
manipulation and OLTP style queries are driven through
the row format, analytic workloads are driven through the
column format. Both formats are simultaneously active and
strict transactional consistency is guaranteed between them
in real-time. The in-memory columnar format inherits several compute and capacity utilization benefits of columnar
processing, such as SIMD based vector processing, in-memory
storage indexes, predicate evaluation push down, etc. The
architecture enables application transparent distribution of
in-memory columnar format across NUMA nodes within a
single server as well as across a cluster of RDBMS servers,
allowing for in-memory capacity and query-processing scale
out, NUMA-aware scale-up [23], and high availability of the
in-memory columnar format.
MemSQL is a distributed database designed to handle
OLTP, OLAP and real-time streaming workloads with subsecond processing times in a single scalable database. The
database engine features a row store in DRAM and a column
store on flash/disk in a single database instance that allows
low latency execution while still allowing for data growth.
The row store is based on a lock free skip list [26] implementation that ensures high throughput for OLTP applications.
The column store [36] is designed to support real-time streaming workloads while still leveraging all the query execution
benefits of a compressed column store engine.
Cloudera uses Impala open-source, fully-integrated MPP
SQL query engine for high-performing complex analytics in
data lakes [20]. Unlike other systems (often forks of Postgres),
Impala is a brand-new engine that employs LLVM to generate
code at runtime to speed up frequently executed code paths
[41]. In order to serve OLTAP workloads the users have a new
option: have Impala query data stored in Kudu [24]. Kudu is
an open source storage engine only for structured data which
supports low-latency random access together with efficient
scans. Kudu distributes data using horizontal partitioning
and replicates each partition using Raft consensus. Kudu
offers a simple API for row-level inserts, updates, and deletes,
while providing table scans at throughput similar to Parquet.

4.

ACADEMIC PERSPECTIVE

So far we have concentrated on the industry perspective.
What has happened in academia?
For analytical queries, database research detected at least
in 1979 already that a columnar layout, be it that you call it
transposed files [4] or decompositional storage [7], is a great
foundation for an analytical database. The earliest academic
and to this data most influential system that consequently
picked up that idea as its storage model was MonetDB from
CWI. MonetDB is an open source system and also influenced
commercial systems like Actian Vector. After MonetDB
went open source in the early 2000s, we witnessed an abundance of papers dealing with the different aspects of column
stores, including compression [15], tuple reconstruction [2],
and updates [14]. That discussion also influenced several
industry projects in their attitude that “columns are bad
for transactions” and “rows are great for transactions”. The
mindset led several architects in designing systems that keep
data in both row and column-layout at the same time. This
is turn can be regarded a reincarnation of another idea from
academia: fractured mirrors [33]. This mindset was also
fostered by Mike Stonebraker who coined the mantra “One
size does not fit all!” [37]. Other people both from industry
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[30] and academia [8] argued against this in favor of building
a single system where one (or at least few) size(s) fits all.
Naturally, once you have data in multiple copies every
system designer runs into consistency and update problems.
The most important technique in this spirit are differential
files and LSM-style merge trees [29, 16], e.g. if you consider
your column-store to be a read-only database and collect
updates in a writable row-store, eventually you have to merge
the two substores. So in a way this could be seen as pushing
techniques previously implemented in two separate systems
(column store: OLAP system, row store OLTP system) into
a single system.
Eventually, academia also explored so-called hybrid data
layouts. Those layouts may be vertically partitioned (aka
column-grouped) layouts [17], data morphing [11], horizontally partitioned layouts [3] (which heavily influenced Apache
Parquet), or any other combination [13]. Those layouts were
also heavily explored in the context of Hadoop MapReduce,
e.g. [18].
For transactions, there has also been a lot of interesting
work in recent years, partially completely overturning how
transactions are handled, e.g. H-store [38] proposed to prepartition the database into conflict-free partitions and run
transactions in serial mode on each partition.
In terms of academic systems, the most interesting one in
terms of mixed workloads is Hyper [19] from TU Munich. In
their seminal work they built a system that is able to run an
OLTP and and OLAP workload on the same system at the
same time. The core idea is to create snapshots with the help
of virtual memory. In [19] they showed how this can lead to
breakthrough performance. They also proposed a suitable
benchmark which combines TPC-C and TPC-H into a single
CH-Benchmark [6]. In later work, among many other things,
they also explored just-in-time LLVM code generation [28]
which until then had been neglected in several systems [40]
and now is considered state-of-the-art in query compilation.
Academia also developed a couple of ‘fancy’ database architectures that approached query processing from new angles.
Prominent examples include the idea of a circular scan where
incoming queries are attached to that scan [12]. This idea
later evolved into a clock scan [39]. Other researchers explored the idea of having a more complex query pipeline
where all data would be routed to depending on the queries
currently subscribing to that plan [5, 9, 10].

5.

TARGET AUDIENCE

Our target audience are database management system
experts with an academic background as well as interested
practitioners from the industry. Apart from fundamental
knowledge about the architecture, design, and implementation aspects of database management systems and typical
workloads that the typical VLDB audience generally has,
there is no specific prior knowledge necessary.

6.

TUTORIAL DIFFERENTIATION

This tutorial on Operational Analytics Data Management
Systems has not been presented in any other venue, neither as
is nor in any other, related structure. We believe that also the
proposed setup is unique in a way that it is jointly given by
a group of system architects from various corporations while
at the same time also incorporating an academic perspective.
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